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Editorial Note

M

alaysia, in its ambition to achieve the high income
nation status by 2020 needs to begin building and
encouraging the environment for smart cities to facilitate
growth and heighten innovation among the nation. An
obvious obstacle for Malaysia is to enhance the volume
as well as maximizing the capacity of skilled talents
in cities, which can all be addressed via improving the
higher education and quality of life in the cities. The
smart cities shall house the army or talents who will
equip the country’s growth and these talents will be nurtured and groomed
to complement the needs of organizations and businesses. It is therefore
!"#$$%&'(!'&'($&)*+!,&-$./*#0$.&1.&0/,'1,*/*.23&0(!22$,"$%&'/&4*2522&'($.$&
,$$%.&!,%&'(*.6&)*+!,&-$./*#0$.&.(!22&4!0$&'(1.&0(!22$,"$&71'(&0/,5%$,0$&
and dignity.
Guild of HR e-MAG November edition highlights numerous issues
concerning Human Resources and its’ multi-functional roles to further
enhance the knowledge and insights of our readers. Being our 5th edition this
year, this November issue receives the most number of article contributions
from fellow HR Practitioners from around the world. Our contributors this
month include Louise Altman, Aad Boot, Frode Heimen, James Mayes,
David Zinger, Erin Palmer, Jason Lauritsen, Greg Jensen and Buzz Rooney
and our heartfelt thanks goes to all our contributors for their wonderful
cooperation and support towards Guild of HR e-MAG.
In this edition as well, we feature a fellow HR Professional in our Personality
8& 9#/52$& 4#/+& :,%/,$.1!& !,%& (1"(21"('.& /,& /*#& )-& -$;*<210& =*++1'>&
Trends & Challenges Unfold. Approaching 2012 means a lot to many
people and it also indicates the workload and challenges that will be faced by
HR Practitioners. So HR Champions, gear up!
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Cover Story

Collaboration:
The Essential Emotions
By Louise Altman

S

uccessful collaboration is built on a high level of emotional
literacy. Without the capacity to generate and sustain certain
feelings, our ability to collaborate authentically with others isn’t
possible. By the time we reach adulthood, our emotional repertoire
has become habituated. This, of course, is fueled by our thinking
;#/0$..&7(10(&1.&!2./&5?$%&1,'/&;!''$#,.@&&A$21$4.&!#$&'($&$,"1,$&
below stoking emotions that are triggered by outside events and
social interactions.
Depending on the culture in which your thinking, beliefs and
emotions were cultivated – you are either swimming upstream
or downstream by the time you reach the workplace. Style and
personality also play an important role in the mix.

Depending on the culture in which your thinking,
beliefs and emotions were cultivated – you are
either swimming upstream or downstream by the
time you reach the workplace.
Increasingly, today’s workplace “models” are trending towards
collaboration. In many cases, management hasn’t made it beyond
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the buzzword – another case of language and practice being miles
apart.
But there are growing examples of companies that are really
serious about shaping environments and culture towards
more collaboration. Beyond philosophy, these organizations
understand that without collaboration, innovation is not possible.
Demographic and generational forces and the power of social
media and sharing are also driving the trend towards collaboration.
What’s Missing?
So far, I haven’t read anything about the emotional skills that form
the essential structure of collaborative relationships. The legacy
of hierarchical, authoritarian and competition-driven cultures
isn’t collaboration friendly. The emotions that many put down
as soft are the very emotions that create the core of effective
collaborative interaction.
Most of us are not schooled in the practice of the kinds of
emotions that support collaboration. We don’t get recognition
or promotions for displaying appreciation or equanimity towards
others – but these are the very feelings that promote an atmosphere
of comfort, inclusion, creativity and trust.

Cover Story

Recent work in neuroscience has shown that social-emotional learning goes on throughout the adult life. Our early emotional learning
does not have to determine how we relate to others. The beauty of the discovery of neuroplasticity gives all of us the freedom to work
consciously to change our emotional habits.
Since the brain is a social organ – and emotional contagion is real, how we relate in groups is always reinforcing and reshaping our
cognitive landscape. Most of the time it is being done outside of our conscious awareness. Developing collaborative skills requires a
high degree of emotional awareness and exceptional competencies of self-management.
The very good news is that our potential for learning and re-learning is open-ended. Just as collaborative learning cultures are a constant
work in progress –so are we. We can learn to cultivate the emotions that contribute to the collaborative process. The more that we
familiarize ourselves with how these emotions work in other areas of our lives – the more we can practice these emotions with those
engaged in our collaborative efforts.
Empathy – No question about it – the bigticket emotion that provides the foundation for
collaboration, sharing and openness. Developing
our skill in understanding what is important to others
is critical. Allowing ourselves to be interested in and
touched by other’s experience is essential to the art
of collaboration.
Patience – An emotion in short-supply these days.
This powerful emotion (and skill) serves us in every
single area of our lives – and is crucial when we strive
to meet others in an open and nonjudgmental place.
Patience is also one of the most valuable emotions in
our ability to listen – authentically – to others.
Curiosity – I consider this one of the “neutral”
emotions. You don’t have to like or agree with
someone’s point of point to demonstrate curiosity.
Many people have turned off their curiosity antennae.
They’re inundated, overloaded and even bored.
They’ve heard it all. The natural curiosity of human
nature suffers. Curiosity is a wonderful asset – and a
spark to other emotions like enthusiasm and wonder.
Forgiveness – Everyone makes mistakes. Sometimes
they are even biggies. Unless we are engaged in a
deeper understanding of where we stand in terms of
forgiving and letting go (that doesn’t have to mean
condoning or denying our own feelings) it’s hard to
work and collaborate with others effectively. Old
emotional baggage will resurface unless we are on
top of it.
Passion – What are you passionate about? Some
people are passionate about the process and potential
of collaboration. Whatever it is – it’s likely to be a valuable asset in your collaboration skills tool kit. Emotions are contagious– so your
passion is catchy within the circles in which you collaborate.

The more that we familiarize ourselves with how these emotions work in
other areas of our lives – the more we can practice these emotions with those
engaged in our collaborative efforts.
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Appreciation – Gratitude goes hand in hand with appreciation.
Both require us to step back and take a deeper look at what’s right
and working for us (and others). These emotions are perspective
shifters – sometimes on the spot. Appreciation works magic in
groups because it is the polar opposite of judgment. Judgment
%1.'!,0$.& *.& 4#/+& /'($#.& H& 1'& 0#$!'$.& !#'1501!2& .$;!#!'1/,@&
Appreciation is a joining emotion – even if it’s self-appreciation.
!"#$%&#'&& H& :'I.& $..$,'1!2& '/& <#1,"& 0/,5%$,0$& '/& '($& '!<2$@&&
J/,5%$,0$&1.&!&D$#3&.$24K$+;/7$#$%&.'!'$&!,%&1'&0!,&<$&1,.;1#1,"&
to others. It can lift a group’s energy. But we have to be aware
'(!'&'($&7!3.&1,&7(10(&7$&$?;#$..&/*#&0/,5%$,0$&%/,I'&!21$,!'$&
others – especially if our stylistic tendencies are more assertive. It
is important to be aware of how other’s take in our behavior when
7$&!#$&$?;#$..1,"&/*#&D$#.1/,&/4 &0/,5%$,0$@&&L$$;&1,&+1,%&'(!'&
the goal of true collaboration is to invite the full participation of
everyone.

Optimism – Collaborative efforts can be hard work. As
blogger Gwyn Teatro beautifully states it, “(Collaboration) is a
labor of love ~ deeper and more focused. It holds more tension
and requires us to listen to each other and communicate on a
variety of levels through diverse means.” Sometimes the natural
0302$.& /4 & 0/,B10'& !#1.$& 7($,& 7$& !#$& 7/#E1,"& '(#/*"(& %1450*2'&
terrain with others. Often well-intentioned people can get stuck
when trying to communicate, especially when decisions need to be
made. Maintaining our optimism through those challenging rough
patches takes work – but the sustaining qualities of optimism can
E$$;&*.&$+/'1/,!223&!B/!'@

we cannot think clearly (using the so-called “executive center”) of
our pre-frontal cortex when we have activated our limbic system’s
B1"('&/#&5"('&#$.;/,.$@&&C$D$2/;1,"&E,/72$%"$&/4 &7(!'&'#1""$#.&*.&
emotionally is the key to cultivating more calmness in our thinking
and approach to others.
All of these emotions, critical to successful collaboration, are
within our power to habituate. Take stock and identify what are the
dominant emotions you feel on a typical work day. Understand
that you’ve habituated these feelings every day through cognitive
and behavioral reinforcement.
If you believe in the potential and transformative effects of
collaboration, these skills will serve you at every level of your
collaborative interactions. The beauty is that they will also transform
every other area of your life. It’s a process – and it’s doable.

Often well-intentioned people can get stuck
when trying to communicate, especially when
decisions need to be made.
About Louise Altman:

Louise Altman, is a co-founder and partner of Intentional
Communication Consultants. Ms. Altman works with a diverse
client base providing training and development, group facilitation
and coaching. Using her deep knowledge and experience in human
dynamics, interpersonal effectiveness, collaborative communication,
Calmness – Ah…the elusive emotion – especially in the face 0/,B10'& #$./2*'1/,& !,%& $+/'1/,!2& 1,'$221"$,0$6& F.@& G2'+!,& ,/7&
/4 &%$!21,"&71'(&/'($#.&1,&1+;/#'!,'&!,%&%1450*2'&01#0*+.'!,0$.@&& infuses this knowledge with practical applications of the latest
Calmness is the great enabler of patience – and in fact, of all neuroscience. This article is originally posted in The Intentional
emotional awareness. There’s abundant research that shows that
Workplace @www.intentionalworkplace.com in 2011.
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Diary

Diary
Drug Quality and New GMP Summit 2011

Infosecurity World Exhibition 2012

Date
December 1st - 2nd, 2011
Venue
Shanghai Marriot Hotel Hongqiao
Organizer JFPS Group

Date
Venue

HR Bees:
Training Needs Analysis..Truth Revealed?

InfoSec Asia 2012 Conference

March 21st - 22nd, 2012
Putra World Trade Centre,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Organizer JFPS Group

Date
February 15th, 2012
Venue
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Organizer HR Republic

Date
Venue

March 21st - 22nd, 2012
Putra World Trade Centre,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Organizer JFPS Group

Asia Shopper Marketing Summit

Asia Business Continuity 2012

Date
February 28th - 29th, 2012
Venue
Singapore
Organizer JFPS Group

Date
April 17th - 18th, 2012
Venue
Hong Kong
Organizer JFPS Group

Oil & Gas Risk Management 2012

The 5th Annual Carbon Trade China 2012

Date
March 6th - 7th, 2012
Venue
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Organizer JFPS Group

Date
May 25th - 26th, 2012
Venue
Renaissance ® Beijing Capital Hotel
Organizer JFPS Group

3rd Annual Supply Chain & Logistics Showcase
2012

Healthcare World 2012

Date
March 6th - 7th, 2012
Venue
Venue: Shanghai, China
Organizer JFPS Group

Date
Venue

The 5th Annual Ultra High-rise Building Summit
2012

Healthcare World Forum 2012

Date
March 20th - 21st, 2012
Venue
Shanghai, China
Organizer JFPS Group

Date
Venue

June 14th - 16th, 2012
Putra World Trade Centre,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Organizer JFPS Group

June 14th - 16th, 2012
Putra World Trade Centre,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Organizer JFPS Group
* All listing info are correct at the time of publishing
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Around the Globe

He has elected instead to work harder at retaining older skilled
workers in Dongguan by, for instance, giving married couples
their own private rooms and installing air-conditioners for them.
The norm is for workers to live in dormitories of six to eight
people.
China
China factories eye cheaper labour overseas
Frank Leung, the owner of a Hong Kong-based women’s footwear
0/+;!,36&(!.&B/7,&'/&;2!0$.&($&,$D$#&1+!"1,$%&($&7/*2%&D1.1'&'(1.&
autumn. The owner of New Wing Footwear has been to Dhaka
and Addis Ababa, looking for alternative production bases to his
factory in Dongguan in southern China. But despite searching far
and wide, he has been disappointed.
The pressure to move is clear and growing. Labour costs in China
have risen 15-20 per cent annually over the past couple of years,
squeezing margins and creating increasingly testing times for
Guangdong, the engine room of Chinese manufacturing.

F#&M1*&.!3.&(1.&;#/5'&+!#"1,.&(!D$&%#/;;$%&4#/+&!.&(1"(&!.&OR&
per cent to as low as 3 per cent, but he has passed price increases
of 8 per cent annually to retailers in Europe on stylish hand-bags,
which retail for €300-€400.
Mr Liu is the rule, not the exception. The unit price of Chinese
exports to the EU rose by 10 per cent between January and
August. This increase was marginally higher than Turkey’s but
well below those of Mexico (17 per cent) and India (23 per cent),
according to Gavekal.
None the less, Beijing’s decision to double wages for factory
workers by increasing the minimum wage every year over the next
few years will encourage factories to migrate from China.

The rising costs – along with the rise in the renminbi – have
forced Mr Leung to reduce headcount in Dongguan from 8,000
three years ago to 3,000 today.
The wages in Bangladesh, he reports, are about 20 to 30 per cent
of those in China. Workers also work 48 hour weeks against the
legislated norm of 40 hours in China. The government is offering
a 10 year tax holiday.
G&0/*;2$&/4 &7$$E.&!4'$#&(1.&'#1;&'/&C(!E!6&F#&M$*,"&B$7&'/&G%%1.&
Ababa. Wages were even lower than those in Bangladesh but he
0/*2%&,/'&5,%&'($&.*;;/#'1,"&1,%*.'#1$.6&.*0(&!.&+!,*4!0'*#$#.&
of shoe soles and cardboard. “Ethiopia has less congestion but it
is in the middle of nowhere,” he says. India’s oppressive poverty
put him off altogether after a visit to Chennai. Now Mr Leung is
uncertain whether he will move production from China after all.
The climate for manufacturers in Guangdong has prompted many
to move to countries in south and south-east Asia. Last week,
N!D$E!2& C#!"/,/+10.6& '($& #$.$!#0(& 5#+6& 4/#$0!.'& '(!'& $?;/#'&
growth in China would slow to just 9 per cent next year. Deduct
the price increases Chinese manufacturers have passed through to
consumers in the west this year, and export volumes rose by only
OP&;$#&0$,'&1,&'($&5#.'&'(#$$&Q*!#'$#.&/4 &'(1.&3$!#@
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Philippines
Honda woes cascade to dealers
HONDA Cars Philippines Inc. (HCPI), now on a temporary
shutdown, will run out of vehicles to sell this month, a setback
that would affect its dealerships.
G& "/D$#,+$,'& ./*#0$& .!1%& )J9:& /4501!2.& 2!.'& 7$$E& +$'& 71'(&
Adrian Cristobal Jr., managing head of the Board of Investments
(BOI), to discuss the plight of HCPI in the face of parts supply
;#/<2$+.&%*$&'/&B//%1,"&1,&S(!12!,%@
“They are worried about their dealers because they are going
'/&#*,&/*'&/4 &.'/0E&<3&T/D$+<$#&/#&C$0$+<$#@&S($3&/4501!223&
informed us their concern is for their dealers,” the source said.
The source said HCPI is hopeful its problems would be resolved
by next year. When parts supply stabilizes, production would
resume. HCPI dealers employ about 2,500 people.

Around the Globe
S($& /4501!2& .!1%& '($& B//%1,"& 1,& S(!12!,%& +!3& ;#/D1%$& !,&
opportunity for the Philippines to attract parts manufacturers
'($#$&'/&#$2/0!'$&($#$&<$0!*.$&+!,*4!0'*#$#.&!#$&(!D1,"&%1450*2'1$.@&
The source added the government can accelerate its investment
promotion in Japan to convince the principals to come here.
Barely recovering from the parts crisis posed by the Japan
earthquake and tsunami in March this year, HCPI suspended
production beginning November 3 due to limited parts supply
0!*.$%&<3&'($&B//%1,"&1,&S(!12!,%@&)J9:&+!1,'!1,.&!&UR&;$#0$,'&
assembly from completely knocked-down packs at its Sta. Rosa
factory. It assembles the Civic and City models. The remaining 30
percent comprises the completely built-up (CBU) models. HCPI
imports CR-V, Accord and Jazz in CBU form from Thailand.
Before the tsunami, HCPI was making 45 to 50 units per day
of the City and the Civic. The Sta. Rosa plant has 400 workers.
HCPI’s total workforce is 650.

As such, the Papuan Police chief rightly informed the public that
the strike was lawful as long as it did not jeopardize public order.
The shooting of Ayamiseba while he was on strike shows that
the police intervened and confronted the strike with lethal force.
According to the law, industrial relations matters are not subject
to police jurisdiction. The investigation team, which consists of
the National Police Headquarters, has been led on the ground by
Brigadier General Paulus Waterpauw, a former local police chief
and a Timika native. The team has the duty to investigate the
killing and to follow through on allegations that the leader of the
union has been intimidated by the local police.

HCPI said the company and its suppliers are devoting all their
efforts to minimizing the impact on customers.
India
Denied pay, AI cabin crew bunk work
If your airline does not pay salary for months, it makes more than
just emotional sense to take leave from work to visit your brother
on Bhai Dooj and get the customary gift or money.
Indonesia
They ask for wages, not bullets
On Oct. 10, in chaotic circumstances, the police of Timika opened
5#$&!,%&.(/'&%$!%&!,&$+;2/3$$&/4 &9S&V#$$;/#'&:,%/,$.1!6&9$'#*.&
Ayamiseba. His death sparked fury not only in Timika but also
outside the city with demands for the resignation of the regional
and provincial police chiefs.
Ayamiseba was one of thousands of Freeport workers who had
gone on strike for weeks demanding an increase in wages by 25
;$#0$,'6&!.&7$22&!.&/'($#&$+;2/3+$,'&<$,$5'.@&V#$$;/#'&:,%/,$.1!&
workers reportedly receive the lowest salaries among all Freeport
McMoRan (FM) workers around the world, with wages ranging
from US$1.50–$3.00 per hour.
The labor strike is a relatively new phenomenon in the US gold
+1,1,"& 5#+@& :'& 7!.& !,& *,'(1,E!<2$& /;'1/,& ;#1/#& '/& '($& #$4/#+&
movement in 1998.
V#$$;/#'& #$;#$.$,'!'1D$.& !0E,/72$%"$%& '($& .1",150!,0$& /4 &
the strike through reports that the workers had crippled the
production line and contributed to the rise of copper prices in the
global market. The workers returned to their jobs when Freeport
agreed to negotiate with the Freeport Union under the mediation
/4 &"/D$#,+$,'&/4501!2.@
Several months later, however, the union claimed that Freeport
would not agree to meet their demands for a 25 percent pay
rise. Consequently, another strike was held on Sept. 29, which
coincided with other strikes held by Freeport workers in Peru,
Chile and Bolivia.
Under Article 137 of the Law on Industrial Relations, organizing
a strike is legal and every worker is entitled to participate in
collective action. As stipulated by law, the state apparatus has
the obligation to ensure that laborers can exercise this right in a
lawful, orderly and peaceful manner.
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That’s what a large number of Air India airhostesses reportedly
did this Bhai Dooj, which was on October 28, a Friday, said a
.$,1/#&!1#21,$&/4501!2@&S($&0!<1,&0#$7&.(/#'!"$6&!.&!&#$.*2'6&"/'&./&
<!%&'(!'&/,23&OUW&/4 &G1#&:,%1!I.&B1"('.&'(!'&%!3&2$4'&/,&'1+$@&
In fact the problem of cabin crew reporting sick, even as AI faces
a serious crew shortage, has become acute on the long festive
weekends in October and November. During the Diwali period,
AI’s on time performance (OTP) ranged from 18 to 25%. On a
recent three-day weekend, the OTP was 47%. This occurs despite
the fact that in weeks before that OTP had crossed 80%, thanks to
a series of measures by the airline. Even on Wednesday a number
/4 &B1"('.&7$#$&%$2!3$%&%*$&'/&0!<1,&0#$7&.(/#'!"$@&
The problem has got so severe that AI’s top brass called a meeting
on the issue on Tuesday evening. “Cabin crew shortage was
anyway causing problems and now this trend of crew suddenly
taking leave on weekends or festivals has added to the problem.
For instance, Delhi has 600 cabin crew, mainly airhostesses,
against a daily requirement of 289-305. Of them, 202 are not
available due to reasons like weekly offs on any given day, leave for
($!2'(&#$!./,.&!,%&'(/.$&7(/&(!D$&$?(!*.'$%&'($1#&B31,"&(/*#.@&
=/&'($&.1'*!'1/,&1.&D$#3&;#$0!#1/*.@&:4 &!&.1",150!,'&,*+<$#&/4 &'($&
#$+!1,1,"&!1#(/.'$..$.&"/&/,&2$!D$&.*%%$,23&'/"$'($#6&'($&B1"('.&
0/22!;.$6X&.!1%&!&.$,1/#&/4501!2@&G:&(!%&(1#$%&/D$#&YRR&!1#(/.'$..$.&
three years ago but their appointment was cancelled by the last
management following allegations of nepotism in the selection
process.
Employees say that how can the airline expect them to work
diligently without paying for months. “We work and need to
<$& ;!1%& '/& +$$'& /*#& 5,!,01!2& #$Q*1#$+$,'.@& S($& .1'*!'1/,& 1.&
ridiculous,” said a staffer.
S($&!D1!'1/,&+1,1.'#36&/,&'($&/'($#&(!,%6&.!3.&14 &B1"('.&0/,'1,*$&
to get disrupted due to pilot or cabin crew issues, then the
government may not give the thousands of crores that AI today
requires to survive. Clearly AI is in a Catch 22 situation.

Feature

Leading Change:
What does Change mean to You?
By Aad Boot

T

($&/'($#&%!3&:&($!#%&!&.$,1/#&2$!%$#&.!3>&ZF/#$&'(!,&$D$#&7$&
live in times of change. Our organization will have to face
the fact that what was will disappear. We will have to adjust and
reinvent ourselves or we will be pushed aside and others will take
our place.”
True, we live in times of change. But, do we face more change
than ever before? Is that true? Many of us like to believe that. Yes,
Globalization, rising of the BRIC countries and other emerging
economies, technological innovation, social media, to name a few,
they all have a strong impact on organizations and societies. And
yes, companies are facing a lot of changes. And yes, these changes
can cause uncertainty, and temporary chaos and disruption. But is
it actually ‘worse’ than ever before?
In fact, change is everywhere around us. It always was and
always will be. Our lives, the whole universe exists by the grace
of continuous change. We all know this because we experience
it every day. Not a day is the same. Our bodies change non-stop.
The weather is always changing. Plants and trees, rocks, rivers,
and seas change. Our relationships, friends, colleagues, customers,
suppliers, they all change. We live through change every day and
we are extremely capable of dealing with it.
[(3&'($,&%/&2$!%$#.&$?;$#1$,0$&%1450*2'1$.&1,&2$!%1,"&0(!,"$\&[(3&
do leaders perceive the changes of today as more complex
compared to before? A big part of the answer can be found in
the fact that the technological evolution in the world shows an
exponential growth. During our grand parents’ lives there was a
great technical evolution, during our lives even more, and in our
children’s’ lives this evolution curve will still grow steeper. The
impact of this technological progress, its consequences and its
possibilities are huge. The speed of change has increased and the
time for companies, leaders and employees to respond and adjust
to it seems to be shorter and shorter.

Change has become a structural part of business
reality and it is there to stay.
]..$,'1!223& 1'& 1.& /*#& +$,'!2& +/%$2& '/7!#%.& 0(!,"$& '(!'& %$5,$.&
whether leading change turns out to be a painful burden or a
challenging learning experience. Change itself has not become
more complex, but the average time to absorb it has decreased.
In the past decades organizational changes could be boxed in
time bound projects. Roll it out, perceive it as an assignment,
get it over with, and return to doing normal business again.
Nowadays that seems less and less possible. Change has become
a structural part of business reality and it is there to stay. So the
challenge for leaders is to adopt this mental model themselves
before they can lead change successfully. Not just by talking about
it, but also by their actions. The more they support cultures in
which change is approached as something continuous (in which
B$?1<121'36&#$.121$,0$6&D1"12!,0$6&;#/!0'1D$&<$(!D1/#&!,%&1,,/D!'1/,&
are imbedded), the more their teams will be able to embrace and
achieve successful change. It starts with the leaders’ mind set.
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M$'I.& ;*'& 1'& 1,& +/#$& <2!0E& !,%& 7(1'$& '$#+.>& 3/*& 5,%& '7/& E1,%.&
of leaders, those who lead change as a continuous learning
experience versus those who do not … yet. And their mental
+/%$2.& !#$& #$B$0'$%& 1,& '($& .*00$..$.& '($1#& ;$/;2$& !0(1$D$@& G&
%144$#$,0$&<$'7$$,&'7/&E1,%.&/4 &2$!%$#.>
( Those who see change as being continuous versus those who see
it as a one-off assignment
()Those who see their success as something temporary versus
'(/.$&7(/&!#$&5"('1,"&'/&E$$;&1'
()Those who believe everything is possible versus those who
believe their future depends on the past
()Those who let change evolve versus those who hide in procedures
to keep everybody between the lines
()Those who see live as non-stop learning experience versus those
who believe they have reached their ‘destination’ and don’t want
to move anymore
()Those who keep their teams alert for change versus those who
let their teams nod off
()Those who see resistance to change as fuel for dialogue,
improvement and insight versus those who regard it as disturbing
and annoying
()Those who radiate energy and personal motivation versus those
who show fatigue and negative emotions
()Those who believe they can gain something versus those who
believe they will lose something
What does change mean to you?
About Aad Boot:

Aad Boot is an international business consultant, facilitator,
leadership coach and keynote speaker. He is founder and managing
partner of HRS- Business Transformation Services, a Brussels
based consultancy. Aad advises, facilitates, and coaches executives
and leaders of international organizations in how to successfully
lead change and grow their business success, especially in complex
and cross-cultural environments. Aad is fascinated by spotting
leaders who create success by mastering the essence of People
Alignment. He shares more about his experience and his services
on his website www.leadershipwatch-aadboot.com where this
article is originally posted.

Feature

Green Thumb your Employees
How to Make your Employees Thrive
By Frode Heimen

D

o you as a leader know why you should know the values of
your employees? It will help you succeed in human relations
71'(&3/*#&.'!44@&:'&7122&($2;&3/*&'/&5,%&#$7!#%.&!,%&7(!'&7122&E$$;&
them safe and secure. The values of a person are like the tag on
a plant telling you how to handle it. Does Susie need a lot of
positive feedback? Does John need to know that his job is safe?
Does Eric need a long term plan? All these answers and more will
be answered if you know their values.
Here is how you can read a person in less than 20 minutes.
Ask and listen
When the paper with the four names is returned to you, ask them
about each one, one at a time. Ask them who they are. Why is this
person important to them? Why is this name on the paper? What
Q*!21'1$.&%/$.&'(1.&;$#./,&(/2%\&G.E&!#/*,%&"$'&'/&5"*#$&/*'&7(3&
this person is on the paper. Write down the values that come to
the surface. “I can talk to this person about anything” – Trustful.
Do this with all four names. Ask open questions to get them to tell
you as much as possible.
By looking in the mirror
The qualities and values that are most repeated might be the
values that is the strongest within the person. You tend to like and
respect people that display the values that you appreciate yourself.
Pick the top 3 most common values and you will have the core
values of the person on the other side of the table. People like
people that are familiar to one self, or what you would want to be,
'($&+/.'&0/++/,&Q*!21'1$.&/,&'(1.&;!;$#&!#$&!&#$B$0'1/,&/4 &'($&
personality of the person, like a mirror in writing.
How to use this:
“She got legs and she knows how to use them” – A line from an
old ZZ Top song, focus on the strengths. This is the key. If safety
and family values are strong, the person might need to know that
the job is safe, and this is something you should emphasize during
talks. If ambitions and winner instincts are strong, they will love
to get feedback on how to improve, and when they do great it is
important to show that you notice it. It would be a great boost
for them to know that they are close to achieving their goals or
to beat competition. Others might need a predictable day at the
/450$_&/'($#.&.(/*2%&4/0*.&/,&'($&7$22&<$1,"&/4 &/'($#.&!22&'(1.&7122&
be known out of this piece of paper.
*+,'-.'&)$+/Do not do this exercise if you do not know what to do with the
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#$.*2'.@&9#!0'10$&5#.'&71'(&3/*#.$246&71'(&3/*#&.;/*.$6&4#1$,%.&!,%
family. When you get the hang of it, you will get to know one
person within a 20 minutes timeframe. Good luck and enjoy the
surprising results.

The values of a person are like the tag on a plant
telling you how to handle it.
Keep the notes
Keep the notes in a safe place and remember them, these are the
plant tag on your employees and you will know how to water them
and how much sun they should have. And they will grow and
become great faster.

About Frode Heimen:

Frode has been blogging since 2007, about leadership, motivation,
customer service, coaching and other work related topics. His
main target audience is employees with ambitions and fresh
leaders in middle management. He was born in November 1973
1,&F/2%$6&T/#7!3@&)1.&0!#$$#&1.&+/.'23&1,&.!2$.@&)$&.'!#'$%&(1.&5#.'&
business in 1995. He has held several leadership positions from
team manager, department manager, store manager, coach and
customer service manager. His experience is within electronics,
telecom, call centers, customer service and store management. He
is a webmaster by education and has worked as a web developer
with WebOn for a few years. He has been making websites since
1997 and works best with PHP & MySQL. He has experience
from leading major e-commerce sites. Today he works as Customer
Service Manager at Kwintet Norway. (work wear and personal
protective equipment.) He can drive a fork lift. This article is
/#1"1,!223&;/.'$%&!'&('';>^^777@,$D$#+1,%'($+!,!"$#@0/+^

Feature

Can Facebook deliver
Social Recruiting?
By James Mayes

S

o Facebook decided to do jobs huh? It was only a matter
/4 & '1+$@& S($& ;2!'4/#+& 0$#'!1,23& (!.& $,/*"(& *.$#.& ^& %!'!& '/&
+!E$&!,&1+;!0'6&!,%&*,$+;2/3+$,'&5"*#$.&!#$&0$#'!1,23&(1"(&/,&
most government agendas right now. Question is, what kind of
recruiting will it be? Depending on who you ask, social recruiting
can mean a wide variety of different things. Even Wikipedia admits
the concept is “contested”.
:& .'!#'& 71'(& !,& /4'K($!#%& %$5,1'1/,& /4 & ./01!2& +$%1!& 1'.$24>&
people having conversations online. In line with the higher
standards some companies are starting to set, I’d then want to
see great content to support organizational awareness, cultural
development, maybe even upskilling of those interested in the
employer concerned. I’ve written more than enough on different
aspects of social recruiting previously and won’t digress further
,/7& H& +3& ;/1,'& 1.& '(!'& '(1.& /44$#1,"& 4#/+& V!0$<//E& 1.& !& 5#.'&
.'$;@&&G.&.*0(6&1'I.&+*0(&21E$&'($&5#.'&4/#!3.&/4 &#$0#*1'$#.&/,21,$&
twenty years ago – job listings.
I’m not seeing anything social here, other than the use of a social
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platform itself. Obviously, with the depth of data and
complexity of platform available, Facebook may do more in
future – alternatively, could this be a line in the sand? Facebook
laying down a minimal baseline? Does this say to vendors ” job
distribution should be free – if you want to use Facebook as a
;2!'4/#+&3/*I%&<$.'&5,%&7!3.&/4 &+!E1,"&1'&+/#$&$,"!"1,"&'(!,&
ever before”? That, it seems, would align more closely with the
way Facebook works with marketeers.

Even Wikipedia admits the concept is
“contested”.
Game-changing? Not yet. Good thing? Absolutely! It’ll be another
prod to employers to ensure they have a rounded strategy, to
take social platforms seriously. It’ll also make sure vendors add
something of value to the game, in order to ensure they’re not
simply swept away. Like!
This article is originally posted at www.bravenewtalent.com

Feature

Employee Engagement:
Managers ARE Employees
By David Zinger

M

anagers are employees. It seems that the employee
$,"!"$+$,'& 5$2%& ./+$'1+$.& ,$"2$0'.& /#& 4/#"$'.& '/& #$!21`$&
that managers are employees. We have statements constantly
swirling around that people join organizations and leave managers.
Aon Hewitt just completed a sound European study on employee
$,"!"$+$,'&<*'&/,$&*,4/#'*,!'$&($!%21,$&.'!'$%>&ZM1,$&+!,!"$#.&
fail to act on employee engagement surveys…” We must be
careful about implying that managers are failing and that it is just
their responsibility to engage employees.
Engaging the manager. Managers need skills, tools, perspectives
and help with their own engagement. Most managers only spend
'7/&'/&5D$&%!3.&!&3$!#&/,&!0'1D1'1$.&#$2!'1,"&'/&'($1#&$,"!"$+$,'&
survey results. Is the organization willing to take some things
off of managers’ plates to give them time, space, and energy to
be more directly involved in engaging with employees? I believe
managers play a key and pivotal role in employee engagement but
it make no sense to pass judgment, cast blame, or suggest they are
responsible for someone else’s engagement.
Principles of engaging managers. As opposed to the article
($!%21,$6&:&!;;#$01!'$%&'($&;#1,01;2$.&G/,&)$71''&/*'21,$%>
()Only engaged leaders and managers can create engaged teams.
()Managers need to have clear expectations regarding their role in
engaging employees.
()Managers need support in the form of role models from senior
management, but also access to tools and experienced HR
advice.
()Managers are more likely to take action on engagement when
they have seen the hard evidence of the impact it has on
performance.

We have statements constantly swirling around
that people join organizations and leave
managers
Managers making a positive difference. As Jenny Merry, the UK
engagement Practice Leader at Aon Hewitt stated, “People leave
organizations which have not properly equipped managers to be
engaging. Managers could and should have a positive impact on
employee engagement. With careful planning, expectation setting
and support for managers, it is possible to make this a reality.”
How managers can apply the 10 keys of employee
engagement. We need to integrate employee
engagement into the way of work rather than an extra
task, duty, responsibility, or program. 10 high leverage
!0'1/,.>
()Achieve results
()Path progress
()Maximize performance
()Foster recognition
()Build relationships
()Enliven energy
()Leverage strengths
()Make meaning
()Master moments
()Enhance well-being

About David Zinger:

David Zinger from Winnipeg, Canada is an expert
on engagement. He founded the 4300 Member
Global Employee Engagement Network. HR
Examiner declared David Zinger was the Number 1
S/;& a,21,$& M$!%$#.(1;& :,B*$,0$#& 4/#& PROO@& C!D1%I.&
work is designed to increase engagement for your
/#"!,1`!'1/,@& C!D1%& b1,"$#I.& c& 7/#%& 7/#E& 4/0*.& 1.>&
engage, educate and enliven. This article is originally
;/.'$%&!'&('';>^^777@%!D1%`1,"$#@0/+^
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Feature

You Control NOTHING
Get over it.

By Jason Lauritsen

I

’ve been thinking and talking a lot about HR strategic planning lately. And
one of the common issues that comes to the surface when you get into
planning discussions is control. Here’s an example of how it usually plays out.
S(#/*"(& '($& ;2!,,1,"& ;#/0$..6& 3/*#& '$!+& 1%$,'15$.& '(!'& /,$& /4 & '($& 0#1'10!2&
objectives for the organization is employee retention. Your diligent discovery
efforts during the planning process revealed that employee productivity
increases with tenure and that you have too many newer employees voluntarily
leaving the company currently. So, your team determines that you should
make increasing employee retention one of your key strategic objectives of
the plan. This also means that it will be a key measure of your success.
A*'6&'($,&./+$/,$&+!E$.&'(1.&0/++$,'>
“But retention isn’t entirely within our control. We can’t control
how managers treat people. We can’t control what happens in
an employee’s personal life that might lead them to make a job
change. There are too many things we don’t control. How can
our success be measured on something we can’t control?”
Sadly, this can grind the process to a halt. The underlying logic
of this statement appeals to most reasonable people. Control has
!&2/'&/4 &!22*#$&!,%&7$&!#$&%#!7,&'/&1'&21E$&+/'(.&'/&!&B!+$@&&A*'6&
we must resist getting caught in this trap. Control, my friends, is
an illusion.

The only thing truly within our control is our
personal attitudes, behaviors and choices.

I think that this desire for control is probably the single thing
that holds most HR leaders back. Somehow we’ve come to
believe that we should only be held accountable for things that are
100% within our control. The problem is that nothing is 100%
within our control. The only thing truly within our control is our
personal attitudes, behaviors and choices. And even those things
can be manipulated without our awareness some times.
Control doesn’t exist. And if an HR leader would slow down and
look around the organization, they’d realize that none of their
peers have control either. The head of sales is saddled with a
sales target that her team must hit. She doesn’t control what the
customers will do. She doesn’t control how the economy will
look. She doesn’t even control the choices her sales team makes
about what to do or how hard to work. Very little is within her
0/,'#/2@&&A*'6&.($&(!.&"#$!'&!<121'3&'/&1,B*$,0$&7(!'&(!;;$,.@&&=($&
makes plans and crafts strategies for what to do to make it highly
probable that her team will hit the goal. She acknowledges that
there are a lot of variables at work, and she takes the actions that
are most likely to lead to success. What she doesn’t do is waste
'1+$&5"('1,"&!"!1,.'&'($&"/!2&<$0!*.$&1'I.&,/'&71'(1,&($#&0/,'#/2@&
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She knows that her job is sales and that regardless of what she
0/,'#/2.6&.($I.&"/'&'/&5,%&!&7!3&'/&+!E$&1'&(!;;$,@&
This same things happens at all levels of leadership. Control
doesn’t exist. The sooner we realize that, particularly as HR
leaders, the sooner we can elevate our game and our standing
within the organization.
So, back to the retention example. HR doesn’t control all of
the variables related to retention. True. But, HR can or does
1,B*$,0$&$D$#3&D!#1!<2$&#$2!'$%&'/&#$'$,'1/,@&&=/6&+$!.*#1,"&)-&
on the organizational retention isn’t unfair. Quite the contrary, it’s
!&;$#4$0'&+$!.*#$&/4 &'($&/*'0/+$.&'(!'&)-&.(/*2%&<$&1,B*$,01,"&
to help the organization be more productive. In my example
particularly, the HR team should embrace retention as their
measure and then use all of their energy and focus to drive up the
organizations retention.
As a leader, when you fully embrace the reality that you control
nothing, you get focused on far more productive activity like
listening, building relationships, planning, teaching, thinking,
etc. The illusion of control is crippling too many leaders.
Let go of the need for control. It will set you free.
About Jason Lauritsen:

Jason Lauritsen is an accomplished human resources executive,
consultant and professional speaker. His company, Bulletproof
Talent, helps organizations to develop accountable leaders and
employees who are bulletproof to their circumstances. They
do this by showing organizations how to implement a more
reality-based approach to employee engagement and leadership
development.
Jason is also frequent writer on topics of talent and leadership and
has written for ERE, TLNT, Human Capital Institute, and the
Monster Thinking Blog. He regularly blogs at www.jasonlauritsen.
com and www.TalentAnarchy.com. His blog was selected by
Monster.com as one of the eleven best HR and Recruitment blogs
to follow in 2011.

Feature

How a Fun
!"#$%&'()*+),)-.*/0%&"1)#2
By Erin Palmer

H

ave you ever noticed how laughter can help de-stress
a serious situation? Any worries or tension magically
dissolve and we begin to relax and refocus our energies in
a healthier manner. Our work becomes more manageable
and enjoyable. When you go out to a restaurant, don’t you
notice the atmosphere and the service as much as the food?
If you don’t enjoy the whole experience, you probably
won’t go back to that establishment. In our personal lives,
we expect the entire experience to be pleasurable, not just
isolated parts. The same should go for the workplace.
a<D1/*.236& '($& /450$& 1.& ,/'& '($& .!+$& !.& !& ,1"('& /,& '($& '/7,@&
However, since you spend so much of your life at work, why
not enjoy it? Happy employees who enjoy their jobs and their
co-workers will always be more productive than their sour
counterparts who see work as simply a way to pay the bills. If
3/*#&7/#E;2!0$&,$$%.&!&d*+;&.'!#'&/,&4*,6&'#3&'($&4/22/71,"&1%$!.>

()e.$&'($&;/7$#&/4 &2!*"('$#&'/&+!E$&3/*#&/450$&!&+/#$&;2$!.!,'
place to work. The objective is to get the job done well, but that
doesn’t mean everyone has to be miserable and serious! Take
the time to talk and laugh with your co-workers, making sure
to keep the humor appropriate, of course. Laughter has been
proven to be one of the best stress relievers available.

()Get creative with your projects. Most of us agree that repetitive
tasks can be tedious, so approach these in a new way. Play
around with different methods of completing this type of work.
Approach the task in new ways. This type of experimenting
may actually improve your techniques since you are forcing
yourself to stretch past your normal thought processes.

()Build fun into the work day. Even on a tight budget, companies
0!,& 0/+$& *;& 71'(& 0#$!'1D$& 7!3.& '/& !%%& 4*,& '/& '($& /450$@&&
Something as simple as a monthly potluck can bring people
together and build lasting professional relationships. Another
1%$!&1.&'/&2$!D$&'($&/450$&4/#&2*,0(&!.&+*0(&!.&;/..1<2$@&&S($&
physical separation from your desk provides a necessary change
of scenery, clears your head and re-energizes you for the second
half of the work day.

Laughter has been proven to be one of the best
stress relievers available.
()Knowing exactly what each day will bring creates that awful
feeling of being in a rut. Try something new whenever the
opportunity arises, even (especially!) if takes you outside your
comfort zone. Be on the lookout for chances to work on
different projects or special assignments so you never feel like
you are stuck in your job.
()Use a reward system. It’s common knowledge that being
recognized for our successes, no matter how small, leads to
higher job satisfaction. Whenever you accomplish something at
7/#E6&5,%&!&7!3&'/&#$7!#%&3/*#.$24 &'(!'&7122&E$$;&3/*&+/'1D!'$%&
during the day. When your team has a big project, make sure
to plan a celebration when it’s completed. The many hours
spent on the project will be much more pleasant if everyone has
something fun to look forward to when it’s over.
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Happiness and laughter can help your entire company be
+/#$& ;#/%*0'1D$& !,%& .!'1.5$%& 71'(& '($& 7/#E& !'& (!,%@& & =!'1.5$%&
employees are much less likely to be late to work or call in with
unnecessary absences. When workers take pleasure in their duties
and their colleagues, they are more apt to commit to the company
and remain loyal for many years. Happy employees usually make
for happy customers and clients, and this almost always leads to a
more successful and healthy company!
About Erin Palmer:

Erin Palmer is a writer and editor for Bisk Education. Erin works
71'(&f122!,/D!&e,1D$#.1'3I.&/,21,$&%$"#$$&!,%&0$#'150!'$&;#/"#!+.@&
She promotes Villanova’s Master of Science in Human Resources
C$D$2/;+$,'& !.& 7$22& !.& '($1#& D!#1/*.& )-& 0$#'150!'$& ;#/"#!+.@&
Erin writes and edits guest posts and articles for many human
#$./*#0$.&;#/4$..1/,!2.&!,%&1,%*.'#3K.;$0150&<2/".@&&=($&!2./&%/$.&
freelance writing on a variety of subjects. This article was originally
posted on http://www.welcometotheoccupation.com.

Personality & Profile

Upclose
&
Personal

01,#)2,3$4,
General Manager of Human Resources
Pt Sanggar Sarana Baja Group of Trakindo / Caterpillar
Indonesia

I

D!,& S!*5`!& <#1,".& !& 7$!2'(& /4 & )*+!,& -$./*#0$.& $?;$#'1.$& !,%& .'#!'$"10& ;$/;2$& +!,!"$+$,'& ;#/"#!+& (!D1,"& ;#$D1/*.23& 7/#E$%&
in this area with various major multinational companies such as British American Tobacco, American President Lines, MLC, Sun
Microsystems and ConocoPhillips. He was particularly instrumental in areas such as organization development, executive coaching,
strategic compensation management and talent management. He has written widely on Human Resources articles and has been published
in various national newspapers and magazine. Ivan holds a bachelor degree in Finance and Banking and enjoys photography, traveling
and reading.
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HR REPUBLIC: Having the experience of joining several
organizations which are the key players in the country’s
economy, how do you think the HR role has expanded so
far?
IT>& :,& '($& 0/*,'#3I.& $0/,/+3& 0/,'$?'6& +!,3& "$,$#!2& )-& 1..*$.&
and questions arise. However, HR has shaped and these are
.*++!#1`$%&<$2/7>
()diversifying the country economy and reducing dependence on
/12^"!.&.$0'/#&g.1,0$&2!'$&hRI.i
()developing overall workforce
()raising living standards & improving the quality of life
()maintaining economic & social stability
()strengthening the role of the private sector in the economy

HR REPUBLIC: Playing the Strategic Role to your
organization, what are your strategies to be the perfect
strategic partner to your organization?
IT>& A$0/+1,"& !& .'#!'$"10& ;!#',$#& +$!,.& '*#,1,"& .'#!'$"10&
statements (vision, mission etc) into a set of organizational
actions. Force organizational issues into the strategic discussion
before strategies are decided. HR needs to facilitate organizational
diagnosis that highlights how aligned business strategies are to
organization culture.

In the long-term HR professionals need to further develop and
strengthen structural changes in the middle class society and more
effective control over the development process.

Benchmarking or learning about best practices. Learning,
comparing or visit other companies recognized as world class to
provide businesses with information on how to gauge our work

November 2011

Implement performance scorecard and the overall processes
represent activities that affect employee attitude, such as leadership,
teamwork, communication. Empowerment, shared values etc.

Personality & Profile

relative to the best in class. Building trust both between individuals
and organizations – is at the core of today’s complex & rapidly
changing knowledge economy. With trust as a foundation, we can
the know-how to achieve synergy.
HR REPUBLIC: Work/life balance always seems to rate
5.65) "#) &789":&&) ;./5) 9./-/<) ;5,-=/) :"3+) 1.&;) "#) >&?.@9&)
working?
IT>&F3&D1$7&/,&7/#EK214$&<!2!,0$&1.&!</*'&'($&/*'0/+$.@&)/7&7$&
get the most out of our people is by encouraging each of them
to have a life. The key challenges to make this happen in ways
that are consistent with the organization’s business and customerservice objectives. Ideally organization should seriously consider
'7/& +!d/#& !.;$0'._& ;#/"#!+& 1+;2$+$,'!'1/,& /;;/#'*,1'1$.& !,%&
individual differences.
HR REPUBLIC: What are your views on Coaching &
Mentoring?
IT>&J/!0(1,"&!,%&+$,'/#1,"&1.&!&D$#3&;/7$#4*2&.'#!'$"3&'/&0#$!'$&
an adaptive workplace culture committed to the ongoing process
of development and learning.
The core aspect of a coaching and mentoring culture is the new
way individuals perceive themselves and their world. At the heart
of a coaching culture is a shift of mind, from seeing ourselves as
separate from the world to connect to the world, to a place where
people are continually discovering how they create their reality
and how they can change it through new approach and new way
of learning.

Ivan indulges himself with books & knowledge

HR REPUBLIC: Where do you see HR as a profession
heading in the next 10 years?
IT>&S($&4*'*#$&<*.1,$..&8&+!#E$'&0/,'$?'&1,&'!2$,'&8&2$!%$#.(1;&
%$D$2/;+$,'& 7122& 0/,'1,*$& '/& %$5,$& '($& 0/+;$'$,01$.& '(!'& !#$&
most crucial for leaders. Increases in the forces of globalization
will emphasize the development of global networks.
HR professional in the next decade should prepare and focus on
'($&4/22/71,"&E$3&!#$!._
()Leader & Talent Management
Executive team will be expected to take the lead in focusing
on global issues, behave in a collaborative way & encourage
collaboration.
()Organizational architecture & communities
Organization will need to become skilled at creating virtual teams,
project teams that can work effectively across the world, building
valuable networks & relationships with partners, consumers &
entrepreneurs.
()People aspiration & competencies
Companies will be expected to support people to build their
own career & engage in life-long learning, specialized areas, open
innovation & valuing the skills of all 3 generations – the young in
Gen Y, Gen X and the experience & talents of the baby boomers.
HR REPUBLIC: How would you say you have changed as
an individual and an HR practitioner?
IT>& G.& )-& ;#/4$..1/,!2& 8& /,& ;$#./,!2& 2$D$26& :& ;*'& +3.$24 & !.& !&
"$,*1,$& .*;;/#'$#& 4/#& +!,!"$#.& '/& +!E$& '($+& .$24K.*4501$,'@&
Always try to provide them the tools, service or advice that they
need to be successful in their business-related and interpersonal
functions.
HR REPUBLIC: Describe your perfect weekend
IT>& =;$,%1,"& Q*!21'3& '1+$& 71'(& 4!+1236& "#$!'& .0$,$.& 4/#&
photography & good books
HR REPUBLIC: Describe HR Republic in 3 words:
IT>&V#$.(6&V*'*#1.'10&8&V*,

Ivan with his 2 sons
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Insight

The Rule of O.M.I.T
By Greg Jensen

I

read a very neatly written article the other
%!3&J*2'*#$&=(14'>&G21",1,"&]+;2/3$$&V/0*.&
With the Rule of the O.M.I.T. that spoke very
clearly about how best to change a culture
successfully. How organizations tend to fail
1,&!0(1$D1,"&'(1.&D1.1/,_&.*0(&'(!'&'($3&%/&,/'&
include “it” in their planned strategy and road
map.
The article is attributed to Paul Levesque a
,/'$%&!*'(/#&!,%&.;$!E$#@&9!*2&7#1'$._
“ In any collective endeavor, the prospect for success is directly
proportional to the degree everyone agrees on what constitutes
the One Most Important Thing.”
or one can view it as the Rule of O.M.I.T
In my opinion if you OMIT the focus on this critical aspect.
POOF there goes your business......
:& 4/*,%& '(1.& #*2$^0/,0$;'& '/& <$& 1,'$#$.'1,"& !.& !& #$.*2'& /4 & '($&
fact that at every level of an organization, there will be multiple
1,'$#;#$'!'1/,.&/4 &7(!'&1.&1+;/#'!,'_&7($,&1,&4!0'&'($#$&.(/*2%&<$&
only one thing that drives the Rule of O.M.I.T
ONE thing that drives, and motivates all.
=$D$#!2& $?!+;2$.& /4 & (/7& +*2'1;2$.& 1,B*$,0$& '($& /,$& 1,02*%$&
F!#E$'1,"_& 7(10(& 1,& "$,$#!2& %#1D$.& '($& +!#E$'1,"& !"$,'& '/& 5,%&
out how well a full page full color newspaper article on their
/#"!,1`!'1/,& 1,0#$!.$.& 0/,.*+$#& E,/72$%"$& !,%& 1,B*$,0$.&
purchasing decisions.
The CEO wants to know if the marketing initiative was a solid
strategy that made the best use of resources - which added to
bottom-line. If applicable also added value to EPS or Earnings
per Share. This then soothes the shareholders.
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The accountants want to know the cost of a thing and how to
record it using GAAP, and so on and so forth down the line,
to the employee who wants to know how it will affect them in
'$#+.&/4 &2!</#&1,;*'^/*';*'6&#$0/",1'1/,6&0/+;$,.!'1/,&$'0@6&!,%&
possibly as a shareholder as well....
F/.'& /#"!,1`!'1/,.& #$23& /,& ;#/5'!<121'3& '/& <$& '($1#& +$!.*#$&
of success. Moreover, many organizations did in fact realize
!,& 1,0#$!.$%& 2$D$2& /4 & ;#/5'!<121'36& !.& 9!*2& .*""$.'.6& <3& .1+;23&
%/7,.1`1,"@&&j$'&1.&'(!'&#$!223&;#/5'!<121'3&/#&;#/5'&'!E1,"\
We have all seen or experienced the results of downsizing of late,
to the point where organizations which were deemed “too big to
fail” did in fact do just that.....Organizations have failed to engage
'($&-*2$&/4 &a@F@:@S6&'($3&(!D$&4!12$%&'/&5,%&'($&Z/,$&'(1,"&'(!'&
matters most to most employees.”
S(1.& 1.& 7(!'& 7$& !.& /#"!,1`!'1/,!2& .'!E$(/2%$#.& +*.'& 5,%& 4/#&
ourselves. We as corporate leaders must develop a set of people
principled priorities that are morally driven and most certainly add
'/&'($&1+;#/D$+$,'&/4 &;#/5'.@
It is Important to note that all employees should feel that they
!#$& 1+;/#'!,'_& .*0(& '(!'& '($1#& 0/,'#1<*'1/,.& !#$& D!2*$%6& !,%& !#$&
worthwhile. This ideal, provides them with something both
tangible and intangible that they can personally believe in and care
about.

Insight

)/7&%/&7$&%/&'(1.\&[$&;!3&!''$,'1/,&'/&;$/;2$_&$+;2/3$$.6&!,%&
customers alike. Furthermore, by paying attention to The Rule of
a@F@:@S&7$&!0(1$D$&'($&4/22/71,">&
Employees eliminate their reluctance to offer suggestions and
know that they can improve core business through their efforts.
Engaged employees adapt, accepting change, and taking charge
71'(& !& ;/.1'1D$& !''1'*%$_& 2$!#,1,"& '(#/*"(& 4!12*#$.& !,%& E,/71,"&
when to ask for help - being not afraid to do so.

Organizations who are truly trying to build or
enhance their organizational culture realize the
importance of meaningful dialogue across the
organizations.
They are of a collective mindset, choosing to disseminate
knowledge, rather than using it for their own personal competitive
advantage.
Focused employees make connections, closing off all the
disconnects that add no value to the organization and the
improvement of it’s relations with customers.
and just what is THE ONE MOST IMPORTANT THING?
What is the Rule of O.M.I.T?
Organizations who are truly trying to build or enhance their
organizational culture realize the importance of meaningful
%1!2/"*$&!0#/..&'($&/#"!,1`!'1/,.@&S($#$4/#$>

The consumers know what is the One Most Important Thing...
in part because it is something that they can identify with, and it
is part of the reason they make a conscious choice to purchase a
product or a service. It is part of their reason to demand for both
Quality and Satisfaction of the purchased good.
J]aI.& E,/7& 1'& '(#/*"(& ;#/5'& +!#"1,.& K& .!+$& !.& 1,D$.'/#.6& !,%&
Marketing knows it as well through hugely invaluable “Word of
Mouth” marketing which drives sales more than anything they
can create, print or proliferate through media and yet, they don’t
always understand the…..
S(1,"&1,&!,%&/4 &1'.$24_&!,%&.*0(6&21''2$&!''$,'1/,&1.&;2!0$%&/,&1'6&!,%&
yet it is immensely valuable. The thing, is an abstract idea, object,
or a part of a being. Referred to by Immanuel Kant as “A Thing in
Itself ” In this instance, Kant represents a thing as both a meaning
and as having “aspirational objectives” for all employees.
Levesque refers to it as being “outwardly focused” and I will add
both my agreement, and also tie it to a key business principle of
Peter Drucker who said “A company’s primary responsibility is to
serve its customers. In so doing, organizations must pay critical
attention to the One Most Important Thing.
9#/5'&1.&,/'&'($&;#1+!#3&"/!26&<*'&#!'($#&!,&$..$,'1!2&0/,%1'1/,&4/#&
the company’s continued existence” in other words “The purpose
of a business is to create a customer who creates a customer”
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()Engaged employees are proud of knowing that their association
with an organization is respected by their peers, friends and
relatives - who are more apt to be a customer as a result of that
relationship.
()Engaged employees are not afraid to speak up and voice
concerns over a product or service and the delivery thereof After all quality focus is job one right? LEAN methodology
in 6Sigma also predicates on this concept, to allow all
employees the right to be heard if there is a chance of an
error in production.

About Greg Jensen:

Greg Jensen is passionately interested in the Learning and
Leadership Development function. Greg helps leaders and
employees to think more deeply about their learning and change
management culture. Solution seeking is an essential component
of corporate agility and strategy, no puzzle is too large, or too
complex.
F#@&k$,.$,&(!.&7/#E$%&'/&1+;#/D$&0*2'*#!2&!21",+$,'_&<2$,%1,"&'($&
strengths of human and technology capital. Greg’s work includes
experience in Regulatory and Accreditation Compliance, Strategy
Planning and Decision Implementation, as well as Curriculum &
:,.'#*0'1/,&C$.1",_&!,%&F!,!"$+$,'@&
Mr. Jensen holds an MBA, and an M.Ed in Human Resource and
Organizational Development.

Event Review

HR Republic Summit:
Trends & Challenges Unfold

By Shima Rahman

Delegates of HR Republic Summit: Trends & Challenges Unfold

H

R Republic Summit: Trends & Challenges Unfold was held last 19-20th October 2011, with the sensational highlights on
the current spectrum of Human Resources, its’ current trends and challenges, and whether these aptitudes will change or further
remain as the key factors to successful HR development in 2012.
[1'(&'($&.*;;/#'&/4 &OY&;!#'101;!'1,"&.;$!E$#.&!,%&'($1#&/#"!,1`!'1/,.&)-&-$;*<210&=*++1'>&S#$,%.&8&J(!22$,"$.&e,4/2%&(!.&.*00$$%$%&
in delivering the future trends and challenges of Human Resources in 2012 as well as leveraging the pitfalls that Human Resources can
avoid in addressing these challenges.
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HR Republic Summit: Trends & Challenges Unfold also
prepares the attendees with the key ideas in coping with the
future trends of Human Resources via 4 engaging presentations,
6 case study presentations, 2 panel discussions and 1 coffee talk.
Sharing of predictions, perspectives and experience are not only
offered by the Speakers but also our audience who are undeniably
interactive and highly-participative.
The audience apparently have agreed that the Panel Discussion on

Strategic Role of HR from the CEO perspective is the session that
appealed to them the most as both the panelists and discussion
captivated them and provoked sharp and brilliant exposures of
the CEO’s and organizations’ expectations out of HR.
Similarly to our past events, HR Republic Summit has indeed,
drove successful networking and fruitful discussions among the
Speakers and attendees with the sole purpose of driving Human
Resources to greater heights.

Panel Discussion of Day 2. From left, Rajasegaran
Rajagopal, Donna McMeredith, Vijaysankar Arumugam
and Mohd Parrish Ersalle

Panel Discussion of Day 1. From left,
Mohd Haris Ab Aziz, Wim Botermans,
Ab Manan Mansor and Mohd Parrish
Ersalle
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Day 2, Session 4: Coffee Talk on Training & Development

Group 1
Group 2

Group 3
Group 4
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HR Cafe

HR is for the Birds
Part 1: The Ostrich
By Buzz Rooney

H

aving a career in HR is tough. We
spend most of our time in battling
for priority, resources, time and voice in
the organizations we belong to. Then
we have to defend the policies, practices
and decisions of the same organization
to employees and enforcement entities.
HR professionals are under-trained,
over-worked and often burn out in
discouragement and frustration. Many
would say a career in HR is for the birds! This month, the Buzz on HR is going to look at lessons management can gain from the birds.
Part 1 looks at the Ostrich.
T!'1D$&'/&G4#10!6&'($&a.'#10(&1.&!&'7/K2$""$%&<1#%&'(!'&0!,,/'&B3@&:'&#*,.&#$!223&4!.'&'(/*"(6&#$!0(1,"&.;$$%.&*;&'/&lR&+12$.&!,%&0/D$#&
up to 20 feet in a single stride. When faced with a threat from a predator, the ostrich hides. Many think the ostrich sticks its head in the
"#/*,%6&<*'&'(1.&1.&!&+3'(@&S($3&!0'*!223&d*.'&2!3&71'(&'($1#&2$".&!,%&,$0E&B!'&7(12$&'($1#&<*''.&!#$&1,&'($&!1#6&'/&2//E&21E$&!&#/0E&/#&<*.(@&
[(!'&1.&#$!223&1,'$#$.'1,"&1.&'(!'&7($,&!,&/.'#10(&0(//.$.&'/&5"('&1,.'$!%&/4 &(1%$6&'($&;/7$#&/4 &!,&/.'#10(&E10E&0/*2%&0#*.(&!&(*+!,&.E*22m&
There are tons of nature videos showing the ostrich kicking the crap out of lions and tigers and bison! Oh my! The ostrich also has an
acute sense of sight and hearing compared to other birds and native animals despite its tiny head, wide-set eyes and unprotected ears.
=1+12!#236&)-&1.&#!#$23&'($&B31,"6&"*1%1,"&4/#0$&1,&'($1#&/#"!,1`!'1/,@&
However, HR usually has the most insight and understanding into
the how and why the organization works because of its dealings
with each area within their organization. HR hears and sees more
'(!,&'($&/;$#!'1/,.&/#&5,!,0$&/#&+!#E$'1,"&<$0!*.$&1'I.&4*,0'1/,&
overlaps with all these. Therefore, HR is acutely sensitive to the
goals, needs and wants of each.
j$'&7($,&4!0$%&71'(&0/,B10'&/#&0(!22$,"$%6&)-&.'10E.&1'.&($!%&1,&
'($&.!,%@&:'&21$.&B!'&!,%&.'!3.&.12$,'&1,&/#%$#&'/&!D/1%&!;;$!#1,"&'//&
partial or over-zealous or disagreeable with the other stakeholders
1,&'($&/#"!,1`!'1/,@&)-&.!0#150$.&1'.$24 &!,%&1'.&1,1'1!'1D$.&'/&"$'&
along so it can remain effective. In the end, the people of the
organization and the people the organization serves are the ones
that suffer. The HR profession suffers, too, because despite our
contribution, a lot of business society still continues to question
the validity and necessity of our function and profession.
)/7$D$#6&7($,&)-&0(//.$.&'/&5"('&4/#&1'.$24 &!,%&1'.&4*,0'1/,6&
it crushes other areas of the organization with its knowledge,
*,%$#.'!,%1,"&!,%&$4501$,03m&)-&1.&,!'*#!223&.'#/,"$#&'(!,&/'($#.&
because it used to doing more with less and producing fast results.
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HR has to consider the needs and impact of everything it does
/,& /'($#.& ./& 1'& 1.& *.$%& '/& 5,%1,"& ./2*'1/,.& 71'(& 0//;$#!'1/,6&
compromise and concessions already built-in.
So instead of being the HR-ostrich who hides and runs from
0/,B10'6&<$&'($&)-K/.'#10(&7(/&5"('.6&E10E.&!,%&0#*.($.K.E*22.&
with effectiveness, innovation and wisdom! Next week, the
Chicken ...

About Buzz Rooney:

Buzz Rooney is an HR Professional by day with over a decade of
experience in the industrial and retail industries. By night, she is
a blogger and consultant. Buzz is always a woman, mother, lover,
daughter, sister, friend, pop culture enthusiast and child of God!
Read more of her writings, connect and contact her at
www.thebuzzonhr.com

Want to be part of an international platform for
employers, HR practitioners and consultants?
At HR REPUBLIC, our aim is to provide HR professionals and community
specialists with a platform to network, share intelligence and form lifetime
acquaintances.

Membership Privileges
1. Priority booking to all HR Bees
2. Priority booking to HRD Conclave
3. 40% off the published rate for participation in conferences
4. 30% off the published rate for training programs, workshops and skill-building seminars
5. Unlimited access to online community and online resources
6. Free subscription to Guild of HR eMagazine

!"#$%&#"'(#)"*+,#-./.(#0001234356789:;1"*<#"*
="%(>=(#?@.)>#>(#ABCD#EBCC#BCCC#"*#/@.)>1*>@)>%F@*4*+G'HI.=1"*<
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A ONESTOP CENTRE FOR HEALTHCARE

WELLNESS INDUSTRY

14 16 June 2012
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World Class Exhibition

2

Industry Linked Showcases

1

Dedicated Conference

Supported
by
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Qualified Buyers
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Organizer

10000+ 180+
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Freight Forwarder
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For23
more info, contact us at November 2011
Kuala Lumpur Office
+6032600 6000
Shanghai Office
+86215172 0000

marketing@jfpsgroup.com

or visit us at
www.healthcareworldshow.com
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Kuala Lumpur Office
Shanghai Office

JFPS Group is the leading business performance
across the globe.
Every year JFPS Group organizes more than 70
events and works with 10,000 + senior
their strategic decision‐making process.

M
in Business D
JFPS Group Malaysia
Capital Square, No. 8, Jalan Munshi Abdullah
50100, Kuala Lumpur MALAYSIA
Tel: +603 2600 6000 ! Fax: +603 2600 6116
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JFPS Group China
Unit 2007‐2010, 20th Floor, Tower 1, Kerry Everbright City
No. 218, Tian Mu Road (West)
Shanghai, CHINA 200070
Tel: +86‐21‐5172 0000 ! Fax: +86‐21‐5172‐0088
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ASIA SHOPPER
MARKETING SUMMIT
28 – 29 February 2012, Singapore
www.jfpsgroup.com/asms

Bringing To You
and Local Speakers

2

4

Successful Case Studies

2

Exclusive Panel Discussions

4

Mind-boggling Roundtable
Brainstorming

1

Astounding Event
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•
• 68% of buying decisions are unplanned
• 5% are loyal to the brand of one product group
•

OIL & GAS
RISK MANAGEMENT 2012
6 – 7 March 2012, Kuala Lumpur
www.jfpsgroup.com/ogrm

Bringing To You
12

and Local Speakers

10
1

Thought Provoking
Roundtable Brainstorming

1

Exclusive Panel Discussion

as much as possible.

of workers.

of employees around the globe and is known to make a cultural impart in any part of the world. It would be considered reckless for these oil and gas companies to forego

Training Needs Analysis
...Truth Revealed?
15 February 2012
Kuala Lumpur

A comprehensive insight on Training Needs Analysis
!"#$%&'(&)'*&"#$&+,(&,--.-/&'01,(.2,3'(-&.(&
designing accurate and intensive training
frameworks to accelerate the growth and success of
/)4&'01,(.2,3'(&,-&*455&,-&/)4&4675'844-&-9.55-&,(:&
capacity
For more details, contact us @ +603 2600 6165
or
email: secretariat@hr‐republic.org

HR REPUBLIC is an international recognition project and a manifestation
platform for employers, HR practitioners and consultants to network, share
intelligence and form lifetime acquaintances.

